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ABSTRACT

Background
The use of reliable and valid self-report questionnaires to identify drug use disorders (DUD) is a strategy that has shown usefulness for screening. One of the instruments more used for detection is the Drug Abuse Screening Test (DAST). The psychometric properties in the 20- and 10-item versions have been evaluated in other countries but in Mexico the psychometric and diagnostic properties of both versions are yet to be evaluated.

Objective
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the psychometric and diagnostic properties of DAST-20 and -10.

Method
The sample included 565 participants receiving care in addiction residential centers. The DAST-20 was used as a measure to screen for DUD, and the Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview 5.0 was used as “gold standard” for the DUD diagnosis. Cronbach’s α and CFA were estimated in order to evaluate the psychometric properties. The Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) analysis was used to examine the diagnostic properties of each version.

Results
Both versions obtained a Cronbach’s α ≥ .80, an optimal goodness of fit for the one factor model and Areas Under the Curve ≥ .90 (95% CI 87-93) for both versions.

Discussion and conclusion
DAST-20 and -10 versions are reliable and valid tools for DUD assessment and screening.
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RESUMEN

Antecedentes
El uso de cuestionarios de autorreporte confiables y válidos para detectar trastornos por consumo de drogas (TCD) es una estrategia que ha mostrado utilidad para detección temprana. Uno de los instrumentos más utilizados para su detección es el Cuestionario de Abuso de Drogas (CAD). Las propiedades psicométricas en su versión de 20 y 10 reactivos han sido evaluadas en otros países, aunque en México no se ha reportado comparación entre las propiedades psicométricas y diagnósticas de ambas versiones.

Objetivo
El propósito de este estudio fue evaluar las propiedades psicométricas y diagnósticas del CAD-20 y CAD-10.

Método
La muestra incluyó 565 personas quienes recibían atención en centros residenciales para la atención de las adicciones. Se utilizó el CAD-20 como medida para la detección de TCD y como “estándar de oro” la Mini Entrevista Neuropsiquiátrica Internacional versión 5.0 para TDC. Se evaluó el α de Cronbach y el Análisis Factorial Confirmatorio para obtener las propiedades psicométricas. También se realizó un análisis de curvas ROC para examinar las propiedades diagnósticas de cada versión.

Resultados
Ambas versiones mostraron un α de Cronbach ≥ .80, excelente ajuste para un modelo unifactorial y un Área Bajo la Curva ≥ .90 (95% CI 87-93) en ambas versiones.

Discusión y conclusión
El CAD-20 y CAD-10 son herramientas confiables y válidas, útiles para detección y evaluación de TCD.
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BACKGROUND

The use of self-report questionnaires for the case detection of drug use disorders (DUD) stands as a strategy to decrease the harmful consequences of DUD. This is based on the principle that using reliable and valid screening tools for the early detection of DUD might result in an improvement in the prognosis and a reduction of treatment costs.\(^1\) One of the most used instruments to screen for DUD is the Drug Abuse Screening Test (DAST), developed and validated in a sample of patients seeking treatment for substance use problems.\(^2\) Although the original version included 28 items, recent studies have focused in analyzing the psychometric properties of 20- and 10-item brief versions of the DAST.

The DAST-20\(^3\) has been evaluated in various samples including narcotic users,\(^4\) workers,\(^5\) psychiatric patients\(^6\) and burnt patients,\(^7\) showing a moderate to good internal consistency ranging between .74-.93\(^7\)\(^9\)\(^11\) and a test-retest reliability from .78 to .85.\(^2\)\(^3\)\(^5\)\(^7\)\(^9\)\(^11\)\(^13\)\(^14\)\(^15\)\(^16\)\(^17\)\(^18\)\(^19\)\(^20\) Other studies analyzed the DAST diagnostic accuracy, suggesting that the best cut-off scores to identify drug use problems were between four and six.\(^4\)\(^8\)

On the other hand, the DAST-10 has been evaluated with inpatient substance abusers,\(^9\) psychiatric patients\(^5,10\) and Latino drug users,\(^11\) obtaining a Cronbach’s \(\alpha\) that ranged from .86 to .94.\(^6\)\(^10\)\(^11\) and a test-retest reliability from .71 to .90.\(^5\)\(^10\)\(^11\) Also, these studies suggest that cut-off scores between two and four are more accurate for drug abuse identification.\(^5\)\(^7\)\(^8\)\(^12\)

In spite of the amount of evidence on the psychometric properties of the DAST-20 and DAST-10, a direct comparison of the factorial structure and diagnostic accuracy between both versions is yet to be conducted.

In Mexico, the DAST-20 is widely used at primary care addiction centers to identify problematic substance use.\(^13\)\(^15\) The DAST-20 has been evaluated in Mexican DUD outpatients, reporting a test-retest reliability of .98, an internal consistency of .96 and a concurrent validity with DSM-IV diagnostic criteria for drug abuse and dependence.\(^16\) The psychometric properties of the DAST-10 have been assessed in a sample of high school students from Mexico City.\(^17\) In spite of these studies, to our knowledge there is no evidence on the DAST diagnostic accuracy to screen drug use disorders in Mexican population.

OBJECTIVE

This study is to evaluate the psychometric properties and diagnostic accuracy of both the DAST-20 and DAST-10 in a sample of patients from addiction residential care centers in Mexico.

METHOD

This study is a secondary analysis from a multisite cross sectional study on psychiatric disorders in a sample of patients diagnosed with substance use disorders (SUD) implemented within the Clinical Trials Network on Addiction and Mental Health of the National Institute of Psychiatry Ramon de la Fuente Muñiz (REC-INPRFM). Data were collected between September and November 2013 at 30 addiction residential care centers in the states of Mexico, Puebla, Queretaro and Hidalgo, and Mexico City.

Participants

Participant inclusion criteria were: being between 18-60 years of age; literate; admitted to the center to treat substance use problems; and having at least one week of abstinence. Exclusion criteria were: showing symptoms of psychosis, mania, hypomania or cognitive impairment during screening.

Measures

The Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview 5.0 (MINI 5.0) in Spanish is a structured diagnostic interview that explores symptoms for Axis I psychiatric disorders according to the American Psychiatry Association’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders-Fourth Edition (DSM-IV) and the International Classification of Diseases 10th Revision (ICD-10). The reliability and validity of this questionnaire are presented elsewhere.\(^18\) Results from the MINI 5.0 were used as a “gold standard” for DUD diagnosis.

The Drug Abuse Screening Test is a 20-item self-report questionnaire that assesses the extent of the problems related to drug misuse, using two response options in each item (yes-no). The DAST total score is computed by summing all items; thus, the total score might range from 0 to 20. For this study, version of the DAST previously adapted for the Mexican population was used.\(^16\)

Procedures

All subjects were recruited for voluntary participation at each center and were assessed for eligibility using the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) in Spanish for cognitive impairment\(^19\) and the MINI 5.0 to assess substance abuse/dependence, as well as other psychiatric conditions. The DAST was administered to all eligible participants after screening. All study procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Board of the National Institute of Psychiatry Ramon de la Fuente Muñiz. All participants provided a written informed consent before study participation.

Interviewer training

A team of five interviewers and a field supervisor, all with experience in addiction treatment, from the local institutes and councils against addictions were selected to conduct all study procedures. All team members went through a training and certification process on study assessments and...
procedures conducted by two experts (a psychiatrist and a clinical psychologist) from the Clinical Trials Unit at the National Institute of Psychiatry Ramon de la Fuente Muñiz.

Data analysis

Internal consistency was evaluated using an alpha coefficient. Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) was conducted to test the one- and two-factor models suggested by Cocco and Carey\(^5\) in the DAST-20 and the one-factor model proposed for the DAST-10. Chi square tests (\(\chi^2\)), Degrees of Freedom (df), Comparative Fit Index (CFI), Root-Mean-Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) and Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI) were estimated taking into account current recommendations for reporting CFA studies\(^21\) using Mplus 6\(^22\) with weighted least squares with mean and variance adjusted estimation and delta parametrization. Cut-off scores for both versions were estimated with a Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) analysis, using DUD diagnosis obtained with the MINI-Plus 5. To compare the DAST-20 and DAST-10 areas under the curve (AUC), a DeLong’s test was conducted using pROC\(^23\) and epiR\(^24\) packages of the R software.

RESULTS

Participants

Data from a total of 565 participants were analyzed for this study. There was a significant difference in the age between participants with DUD and no DUD. Most of them reported not being married and living in urban areas. Level of education varied significantly between genders (table 1). MINI-Plus 5 identified 322 males and 37 females with DUD in the sample, with no statistical difference between genders in DUD prevalence (\(\chi^2\)\(_{1}\)=1.38, p>.05).

Reliability and validity

The mean score for DAST-20 was 10.67 (SD=5.64). Resulting Cronbach’s \(\alpha=\) was .89 (95% CI .88-.91) and item-total significant correlations were above .40, excepting the items 4 and 5, which obtained correlations of -.10 and -.32, respectively. Meanwhile, the DAST-10 mean score was 5.44 (SD= 2.91) with a Cronbach’s \(\alpha=.80\) (95% CI .78-.82).

Regarding CFA, the DAST-20 two-factor model (correlating items 1 and 3) resulted in: \(\chi^2=592.4, \text{df}=168, \text{CFI}=.97, \text{RMSEA}=.06\) (90% CI .06-.07) and TLI=.97. A single factor model (correlating item 1 with 2 and 1 with 3) resulted in a \(\chi^2=645.0, \text{df}=168, \text{CFI}=.97, \text{RMSEA}=.07\) (90% CI .08-.07) and TLI=.97. For DAST-10, a single factor model (correlating items 1 and 3) was obtained: \(\chi^2=77.3, \text{df}=34, \text{CFI}=.99, \text{RMSEA}=.04\) (90% CI .03-.06), TLI=.99, indicating a good fit for this model.

Diagnostic accuracy

The ROC analysis showed that the DAST-10 accounted for 90% of the AUC (95% CI .87, .93) and the DAST-20 accounted for 90% of the UAC (95% CI .87, .93), taking into account that a significant score for AUC is >.70, which allows for the assumption that both versions are accurate for DUD detection (figure 1).

Table 1. Participants characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DUD n= 391</th>
<th>No DUD n= 174</th>
<th>Total N= 565</th>
<th>Statistical differences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>37.7</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>t(271)=10.8†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>89.5</td>
<td>86.2</td>
<td>88.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never married</td>
<td>59.8</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>52.7</td>
<td>(\chi^2)(_{1})=26.1†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorced</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle school or lower</td>
<td>66.8</td>
<td>51.7</td>
<td>62.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College education</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main substance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol</td>
<td>38.8</td>
<td>86.8</td>
<td>53.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marijuana</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocaine</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inhalants</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>.6</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† p<.01
In addition, ROC analysis showed that a cut-off score of 3 for DAST-10 identified up to 98% of the patients with DUD, while a cut-off score of 5 for DAST-20 identified the same proportion of DUD patients (table 2). No statistically differences were found between DAST-20 and DAST-10 AUC (Z=-.221, p=.82).

### DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The present study aimed at reporting the psychometric properties and the diagnostic accuracy of the DAST-20 and DAST-10. Both versions obtained a Cronbach’s α>.80, suggesting an equivalent internal consistency. Also, it was found that the one-factor model showed a good fit in both versions. Likewise, both versions predicted an equivalent AUC in the ROC analysis.

Study results were consistent with previous findings in studies conducted with samples from the United States,\textsuperscript{3,10} India,\textsuperscript{5} Turkey\textsuperscript{25} and Korea,\textsuperscript{26} which may suggest that the internal consistency of the DAST-20 and DAST-10 might be equivalent across different languages.

Another important finding concerns the factorial structure, as the one-factor model obtained adequate fit indexes for both versions; that is: RMSEA <.05, CFI >.95, TLI >.95,\textsuperscript{27} which makes our results consistent with findings from the Korean and Turkish studies,\textsuperscript{25,26} but discordant with an Indian study performed in psychiatric outpatients.\textsuperscript{10} However, the latter study reports little information on CFA procedures (neither indicates the software or estimation method) thus limiting the comparability with this study.

As the DAST measures drug abuse and dependence,\textsuperscript{3} results support the unidimensionality of the construct, adding to the body of evidence supporting the combination of

### Table 2. Descriptive operating characteristics for DAST cut-off scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cut-off score (no. with DUD)</th>
<th>Sensitivity (true positive)</th>
<th>Specificity (true negative)</th>
<th>Likelihood ratio (confidence interval)</th>
<th>Positive predictive value (PPV)</th>
<th>Negative predictive value (NPV)</th>
<th>Diagnostic efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>10 items</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (n=387)</td>
<td>.99 (.98–1.00)</td>
<td>.53 (.45–.60)</td>
<td>2.10 (1.80–2.46)</td>
<td>.82 (.78–.86)</td>
<td>.97 (.91–.99)</td>
<td>.84 (.81–.87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (n=381)</td>
<td>.98 (.96–.99)</td>
<td>.65 (.57–.72)</td>
<td>2.76 (2.26–3.37)</td>
<td>.86 (.82–.89)</td>
<td>.93 (.87–.97)</td>
<td>.87 (.84–.89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (n=361)</td>
<td>.98 (.95–.99)</td>
<td>.65 (.57–.72)</td>
<td>2.76 (2.26–3.36)</td>
<td>.85 (.81–.88)</td>
<td>.93 (.87–.97)</td>
<td>.86 (.83–.89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (n=335)</td>
<td>.86 (.82–.89)</td>
<td>.79 (.72–.84)</td>
<td>4.02 (3.03–5.35)</td>
<td>.90 (.86–.93)</td>
<td>.72 (.65–.78)</td>
<td>.83 (.80–.86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 (n=298)</td>
<td>.76 (.72–.81)</td>
<td>.85 (.79–.90)</td>
<td>5.04 (3.54–7.16)</td>
<td>.92 (.88–.94)</td>
<td>.62 (.56–.68)</td>
<td>.79 (.75–.82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>20 items</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (n=386)</td>
<td>.99 (.97–1.00)</td>
<td>.56 (.48–.63)</td>
<td>2.23 (1.89–2.63)</td>
<td>.83 (.79–.86)</td>
<td>.96 (.90–.99)</td>
<td>.85 (.82–.88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (n=382)</td>
<td>.98 (.96–.99)</td>
<td>.63 (.56–.71)</td>
<td>2.68 (2.21–3.26)</td>
<td>.85 (.82–.89)</td>
<td>.93 (.87–.97)</td>
<td>.87 (.84–.89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 (n=375)</td>
<td>.96 (.94–.98)</td>
<td>.67 (.59–.74)</td>
<td>2.90 (2.35–3.58)</td>
<td>.86 (.83–.89)</td>
<td>.89 (.82–.94)</td>
<td>.86 (.83–.89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 (n=366)</td>
<td>.94 (.91–.96)</td>
<td>.70 (.62–.76)</td>
<td>3.09 (2.47–3.87)</td>
<td>.87 (.84–.90)</td>
<td>.84 (.77–.89)</td>
<td>.86 (.83–.88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 (n=355)</td>
<td>.91 (.88–.94)</td>
<td>.73 (.66–.79)</td>
<td>3.38 (2.65–4.31)</td>
<td>.88 (.85–.91)</td>
<td>.79 (.72–.85)</td>
<td>.85 (.82–.88)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the biaxial concept of abuse and dependence into a unique entity.\textsuperscript{28-30} Taking into account that the CFA is an analytical approach with a theory driven basis, these results point out to the goodness of fit of the theoretical model established a priori, which in this case is a one factor model.

On the other hand, the highest sensibility was obtained when the cut-off score was 5 for the DAST 20 and 3 for the DAST-10, both with a diagnostic efficiency equal to 97%. This is the suggested score to minimize false negatives.

Regarding the comparison of the results obtained with the DAST-20 and the DAST-10, it is important to note the equivalence in psychometric and diagnostic properties, which may indicate that half of the DAST-20 items are only adding a measurement error, and thus their usefulness might be limited. An obvious advantage of the DAST-10 is its length, considering that a shorter measure not compromised in its psychometric and diagnostic properties results in an optimal tool.

As the DAST properties were partially evaluated in Mexico, this study extends our previous knowledge of its properties using more complex methods, as the DAST is one of the more widely used questionnaires to screen in outpatient settings. Also, as more than a half of the drug users in our country seek treatment in residential centers,\textsuperscript{31} this study might extend the use of the DAST as a measure of severity and as a strategy to discriminate experimental drug users who do not require residential treatment from patients with DUD who might benefit from such interventions.

The first limitation of this study was that the number of women in the sample was not enough to test the factorial invariance, as the equivalence of the one-factor model of the DAST between males and females is yet to be determined. A second limitation was the absence of a control group of non-clinical population to evaluate the questionnaire capability to differentiate both populations and to obtain specific cut-off scores for non-clinical samples. A third limitation relates to the characteristics of the studied sample (all participants were residential patients). The prevalence of DUD and psychiatric disorders\textsuperscript{32} is quite high, limiting the applicability of the proposed cut-off scores to screen for DUD in alcohol or drug users with unknown severity.

Overall, the DAST-20 and DAST-10 are useful, reliable and valid tools to screen any DUD. Its use may improve patient identification and referral to specialized treatment. Evaluating its psychometric and diagnostic properties in other populations is needed to determine applicability in broader contexts.
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